
Young and Stupid 

Curt Morrison RC’71, NLAW’74 remembers the day in        
1967 as a first-year student that he saw the letters,          
posted one to a window, across a length of one of the            
River Dorms, cryptically spelling out the word       
“SPONGE.” He learned that the word was an acronym         
for “Society for the Prevention of Niggers Getting        
Everything.”  (Rutgers Magazine, Winter 2016) 

I think I know something about this incident unless it in fact occurred             
in 1967. I was a student at Rutgers between 1964 and 1967. I lived in the                
river dorms during my sophomore and junior years, but was living           
off-campus when this incident is said to have occurred. Perhaps I should            
rest on the alibi and stop writing.  But I am ready to write about this. 

During one of the years I lived in the river dorms, my dorm room              
window did in fact display one of the six letters the acronym comprises. I              
don't remember which letter I had, but it does not matter. Each of the six               
letters is to the acronym what each of the three legs is to a tripod. 

How did I come to play a part in this dismal episode? 

As I recall, someone who did not live in the river dorms originated the              
idea for the sign. He must have asked at least six of the twelve students               
who occupied the rooms to allow his window to display a letter. I don't              
remember whether it was my roommate or I who volunteered our window,            
but I suspect it was I. Having said that, I don my lawyer hat to point out                 
that both roommates in each of the six rooms gave tacit consent by             
permitting a letter to remain in his room.  So all twelve were complicit. 

At any rate, six large letters were placed in six windows on the street              
side (the other side being the river side) of the building. I don't recall how               
things developed after the letters were put up. I do recall being summoned             
to a meeting with Dean Crosby. I forget who was there. Doubtless some             
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fellow dorm residents were there for the same reason that I was. There             
was one black student present. He sat silent, more sad than angry, while             
Dean Crosby did the talking. The upshot was that Dean Crosby told us to              
go and sin no more. I don't know if any note of the incident was made in                 
our Rutgers records The offending letters came down and that was that.            
There were no repercussions, no demonstrations, no threats. 

Those are the facts as I recall them.  Now some observations. 

I understood the expanded acronym to have been "Society for the           
Prevention of Negroes Getting Everything." That is significant only         
because utterance of the word nigger is now considered an offense on the             
order of second degree murder. In the Harry Potter books the villain            
Voldemort's name is not uttered. He is He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named.        
Nigger is That-Which-Must-Not-Be-Spoken, the N-word! 

What would happen to someone who did today what I did at Rutgers             
in the sixties? He would be expelled or at least suspended for a year.              
Rutgers would note the incident on the record it would send to graduate             
schools and potential employers. Reporters and photographers would        
hound him. Columnists would crucify him. A dean foolish enough to           
decree leniency for him would be vilified, probably forced from his job. 

What was I thinking back then? I was not thinking. I was young and              
stupid. I thought the acronym was clever. I was a sophomore doing            
something sophomoric.  I was a work in progress like all college students. 

I Googled Curt Morrison RC’71. He retired in 2013 from his position            
as Vice-President and General Counsel of John Hancock Financial         
Services. I wonder if he was the black student in Dean Crosby's office? It              
seems that both Curt and I turned out OK. 
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